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LASH LIFTING & PERMING

LASH LIFTING:
Change your lashes from the root, stretching and

curving its natural shape. It is used to lengthen
and lift the lashes, getting an attractive look by

visually increasing the length of the lashes.

LASH PERMING:
Curl and shape the lash with 

a deep curvature



LASH LIFTING & PERMING

Brows pre-smoothing
Prepares the brow and softens the 
unruly hair to facilitate 
straightening and tinting.
15 ml - ref. 011111090

Lash Lifting glue
Fixes the Silicone Pad to the lash
14 ml - ref. 011150012

Silicone Pads
For lash lifting
10 unds.
M Size - ref. 011150016
L Size - ref. 011150025

Glue for perming
Fixes the perm curler to the
eyelid and also the curl to the lash. 
14 ml- ref. 011101003
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Lash perming gel
Curves and waves the lash hair

15 ml - ref. 011101001

Lash perming curlers
Cylindrical shape for molding

and shape the lashes
Presentation: small (S), big (G), 

extra large (XL) and mix (MX). 30 u.

ref. (P) 011101007
ref. (G) 011101004

ref. (SG) 011101006
ref. (MX) 011101005

Neutraliser cream
Fixes the shape of the hair

Creamy texture, avoids spills. Easy
application, comfortable and safe. 

15 ml- ref. 011103011

Neutraliser liquid
Fixes the shape of the hair.

15 ml-ref 011101002

S

L

XL



Lash Lifting Kits
COMPLETE: Everything needed to perform 
the lifting service for lashes. It contains: 
lifting glue 14ml, silicon pads set 10u, 
Permanent gel 15ml, 1 comb brush, 1 
orange stick. 
ESSENTIALS: Lifting glue 14 ml, silicon 
pads M 10 units, silicon pads L 10 units.
Complete Lifting kit ref. 011150018
Essentials Lifting kit ref. 011150022

Lash perming kit
Everything needed to do the perming 
service.
It contains: Perming glue 14ml, Permanent 
Gel 15ml, Neutraliser liquid 15ml, mix 
curlers 30 u., 1 Small comb brush, 1 
orange stick.
ref. 011106002 

Lash perming kit Monodose
Everything needed to perform the perming 
service in sachetes. 
It contains: Perming glue 7 ml, 12 
sachetes with perming gel, 12 sachetes 
with neutralizer, mixed curlers 30u, 
1 comb brush, 1 orange stick
ref. 011106001 

LASH LIFTING & PERMING
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Active Color

Argan Oil

Keratin

BROW & LASH TINT



 EFFECTS IN
 YOUR LOOK

Strengthens and repairs hair 

Adds brightness and moisture

Intense long-lasting color

Cosmetic treatment with incredible result

4

The lash and brow tint gives color and luminosity 
to the hair. It also gives volume and thickness. It 
intensifies the natural look during 2 months without 
using mascara.

Our tints have double action: as a tinting service 
but also as a treatment, due to its active ingredients 
such as ARGAN OIL and KERATIN. They repairs, 
strenghtens and hydrates the hair.

Moreover, due to the new formula ACTIVE COLOR 
we get a uniformed color that lasts our 6 weeks.

Dermatologically and ophthalmologically tested

BROW & LASH TINT



 EFFECTS IN 
YOUR LOOK

 Strengthens and repairs hair 

Adds brightness and moisture

Intense long-lasting color

Cosmetic treatment with incredible result

4

LASHES & BROWS TINT

3 PROPIERTIES
KERATIN  ARGAN OIL  ACTIVE COLOR

ONE PRODUCT-DOUBLE ACTION
COLOR & TREATMENT IN A
SINGLE APPLICATION



Special solution tint cream

Special solution tint liquid
It speeds up the oxydation of the tint.
Liquid: for lashes
60ml - ref. 011103008

LASH TINT

Tint
Deep Black: deep and pure, our classic tint. Only for lash 
application. ref. 011102037
Bluish black: get a black color with a special blue shine 
acquiring greater brightness. Only for lash application. 
ref. 011102038
Graphite: perfect for silver or gray brows. Recommended 
for gray, brown or black tones. ref. 011102042
Light brown: ideal for blond, brown or light brown hair. 
ref. 011102040
Chestnut: perfect for red hair or mahogany tones. Dark brows 
have to be pre-lightened with blond tint.  
ref. 011102041
Brown: perfect for getting a natural color in lashes or for very 
dark brows. ref. 011102039
14 ml.

Blond tint
Oxidant, especial for browns
14 ml- ref. 011102016

Creamy texture, prevents spills. 
Easy application, comfortable and safe. 
Perfect to improve the results of the lashes 
tint. More homogeneous mixture. White color 
to control 
its correct application.

50ml - ref. 011103009

Cat
Typewritten text
 Bleaching Paste



Special tint protector cream
Protects the skin against stains.

50ml - ref. 011102005

Protector paper for lash 
extensions & tint

Protects the skin against tint and glue 
stains. Prevents sticking the tape over 

the skin. Single use.
ref. (25 u.) 011110602

Tint applicator brush
brush to mix the tint with the

special solution for tint
ref. 011102007

Everything needed to perform 
the lash tinting service.

Protector paper for lash
extensions & tint

Booklet 96 u. - ref. 011102009

North America Lash & Brow Kit

Contains: Deep Black tint 14 ml, Bluish black tint 14 
ml, Brown tint 14 ml, Light Brown 14ml, special 

solution tint liquid 60 ml, special tint protector cream 
50 ml, Deluxe Protector pads (50), Tint applicator 
brush, glass godet and Rejuvinationg cream 15ml.

NA Kit 



COMPLEMENTS

Eye make-up remover water base
with Curcuma

Water based make-up remover due to its active
ingredients such as turmeric with anti-inflammatory

and antioxidant properties is perfect for caring of
and protecting the eye area.

100 ml - ref. 011150008
200 ml. - ref. 011150009

Eye make-up remover Bi-phase
Easily removes waterproof make-up.

ref. (100 ml.) 011105009
ref. (200 ml.) 011105010

NEW



Regenerating cream for lashes
with Argan
It moisturizes and makes the lashes stronger.
15 ml. - ref. (15 ml.) 011111081
              ref. (display)) 011111086

Lash strengthening gel    
Longer, fuller and stronger lashes.
8 ml.- ref. (8 ml.) 011102056
           ref. (display)) 011111089
           ref. (kit) 011106034




